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1st lecture 25.8.2022
• Introduction to the course
• Background of the Tractatus
– Wittgenstein and analytic philosophy
– What is Wittgenstein trying to do in the TLP?
– Backdrop and influences (Frege and Russell)
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Wittgenstein studies
•

•

•

•

The course provides an introduction to the philosophy of Ludwig
Wittgenstein (1889-1951): its development, concepts, views and
methods.
The course also gives an overview of standard interpretations of
Wittgenstein and key positions, arguments and approaches in
Wittgenstein research.
Intended learning outcomes include the capacity to apply key
concepts, viewpoints and methods from Wittgenstein's philosophy
and Wittgenstein research for understanding and assessing issues
and problems outside of Wittgenstein research
The teaching language is English, but assignment papers can be
submitted in English, German or Norwegian.
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See student pages at https://www.uib.no/en/course/FIL217 and
https://www.uib.no/en/course/FIL317
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Course plan
1) Week 34-SS: Background of the Tractatus [Child ch. 2-3]
2) Week 35-AP & SS: The Tractatus: Saying and showing; Logic; The picture theory; How to
read the Tractatus? [Child ch. 2-3]
3) Week 36-AP: The Tractatus: Truth tables; Nonsense; Problems with the Tractatus [Child ch.
2-3]
4) Week 37-AP: The Investigations: The Philosophical Investigations read in contrast to and in
the light of the Tractatus [Child ch. 4-5]
5) Week 38-AP: The Investigations: Family resemblances; Übersichtliche Darstellung; Grammar
[Child ch. 5]
6) Week 39-AP: The Investigations: Grammar; Rules and Rule-following [Child ch. 5]
7) Week 40-SS: The Investigations: The private language argument [Child ch. 6]
8) Week 42-SS: The Investigations: Privacy [Child ch. 6]
9) Week 43-SS: Philosophy of mathematics [Säätelä 2011]
10) Week 44-AP & SS: Certainty; Cultural relativism?; Philosophy [Child ch. 7, Glock 1991,
Stern 2006]
Check http://wab.uib.no/teaching/apss_Wittgenstein-autumn2022.pdf
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Additional seminars
The lectures are supplemented by TA
Francesca Scapinello’s student seminars
that focus on Wittgenstein and ethics
https://mitt.uib.no/courses/36264/discussion_topics/325612
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Requirements
1) Passing grade for mid-term / end-of-course test
2) Passing grade for semester assignment paper
of 3000-5000 words (FIL217) / 4000-6000
words (FIL317), not including table of contents,
list of references etc.
3) FIL317: submission of a proposal and draft of
semester assignment paper
4) FIL317: Individual supervision session on draft
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Important deadlines
• Mid-term test published in week 40 to be
handed in week 41
• Assignment paper deadline for submission
21.11.2022, 13:00
• Supervision on individual appointment
– NB: the theme of the paper must be approved
by supervisor before appointment can be
made
8/25/2022
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Other practicalities
Reading list: https://bibsysd.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/readinglist/lists/9257714500002207?i
nstitute=47BIBSYS_UBB&auth=SAML
• Primary sources
• Secondary sources
– Coursebook: William Child: Wittgenstein. Routledge 2011
– Articles / Chapters in books
– Talks on http://www.wittgensteinrepository.org/

•

Recommended reference work:
•

Hans-Johann Glock: A Wittgenstein Dictionary. Wiley-Blackwell 1995

Recording?
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Wittgenstein’s works
Only two works?
• Logisch-philosophische Abhandlung /
Tractatus logico-philosophicus
(1921/1922)
• Philosophische Untersuchungen /
Philosophical Investigations (1953)
8/25/2022
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«Nachlass»
• At his death in 1951, Wittgenstein left behind a
philosophical Nachlass of ca 20 000 pages
• “Works” are, except for the Tractatus, edited
after Wittgenstein’s death from the Nachlass
– Alois will talk more about this later
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How to read Wittgenstein?
• Wittgenstein was concerned not only with the content, but
also the specific form of his works. Some claim that it is
important for understanding his philosophy that we pay
attention to the specific form each of his philosophical works
received. But it is not at all clear how for example the
Tractatus, or the Philosophical Investigations, are supposed to
be read. What is, for example, the role of the numbering
system in theTLP?
• We can read the TLP lineraly remark by remark, as a tree, as a
ladder…
• How does this affect our understanding of the text?
• Alois will talk more about this next time
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Overview of the TLP
• http://tractatus.lib.uiowa.edu/map/
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Background of the Tractatus
• Wittgenstein and analytic philosophy
• What is Wittgenstein trying to do in the TLP?
• Background and influences (logic and mathematics Frege and Russell)
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What is analytic philosophy?
• "That sound philosophy should begin with an analysis of propositions
is a truth too evident, perhaps, to demand a proof" (Russell)
• "Ever since I abandoned the philosophy of Kant and Hegel, I have
sought solutions to philosophical problems by means of analysis; and
I remain firmly persuaded… that only by analysing is progress
possible." (Russell, My Philosophical Development, p. 14)
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Common features
1. A basically empiricist attitude, coupled with an enmity against
metaphysical system construction.
2. The conception that traditional philosophical problems can be
resolved by clarifying the meaning of the expressions included in
the problem formulation by means of philosophical (logical)
analysis.
3. The view that philosophy is not systematic (beyond its method);
philosophy is problem solving, and the philosophical issues can be
treated one by one.
4. Philosophy of language is understood as the basis for all other
philosophy ("the linguistic turn").
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Where and when is analytic philosophy born?
• Jena 1884
• § 62 in Freges Grundlagen der Arithmetik: eine logisch mathematische
Untersuchung über den Begriff der Zahl
„Nur im Zusammenhang eine Satzes bedeuten Wörter etwas.“

(Dummett)

• Cambridge ca. 1903
• G.E. Moore’s "Refutation of Idealism" and Russell’s Principles of Mathematics
(von Wright, Hacker)
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Two different views of analysis
Analysis as a definition of terms/
concepts (Moore, early Russell)

Analysis as a logical clarification of
propositions (Frege, later Russell)

• The analysis should show how a problematic
term (analysandum) can be clarified by
showing that it

• Modern formal logic is the most important tool of
philosophical analysis.
• It can demonstrate how a proposition’s grammatical
form often obscures its logical form.
• The point is to show that our everyday ways of
expressing propositions often lead to
misunderstandings.
• The objective of the analysis is to secure our
knowledge of reality, ie that our statements actually
correspond to facts.
• The objective of the philosophical analysis is to
formulate a sentence that reflects as accurately as
possible the true structure of a proposition.
• The model: the logicist understanding of
mathematics: mathematics is a paradigm of certainty,
and logic is the foundation of mathematics.

• either is unanalysable (eg 'good')
• is made up of simpler and clearer concepts
(analysans)

• The result is a definition, which can be
expressed in the form of an analytical truth, ie
a synonymy between the analysandum and the
analysans.

"Being a brother is the same as being a male sibling",
ie
"A brother is a male sibling"

• “The paradox of analysis”: how can an analysis
be informative and correct at the same time?
• Starting point: our everyday language and
perceptions, common sense.
• Objective: to show that certain philosophical
statements and positions (such as idealism,
materialism, determinism) are nonsensical.
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Analytic(al) philosophy
• A standard way of placing Wittgenstein in the context of
analytic philosophy is to describe him as a/the main source
for two of its most important schools and traditions of
philosophy of language:
• Ideal language philosophy: In order to solve philosophical problems
we must focus on logical syntax
• G. Frege, B. Russell, "Wittgenstein I", R. Carnap and the Vienna
Circle, W.v.O. Quine …
• Ordinary language philosophy: In order to solve philosophical
problems we must focus on ordinary language
• Moore, "Wittgenstein II", G. Ryle, J.L. Austin and «Oxford
philosophy» …
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What is Wittgenstein trying to do in the
Tractatus?
The Tractatus and the “linguistic turn”:
The task of philosophy is “the logical clarification of thoughts”, which
is effected by the clarification of propositions (TLP 4.112-4.121). )
Thus, All philosophy is a ‘critique of language’ (4.0031)
Propositions (Sätze) are to be subjected to logical analysis.
My whole task consists in explaining the nature of the proposition
[Satz].
(NB p. 39, 22.1.1915)
TLP aims to set the limits of thought “from within” by drawing the
limits of language (by determining the bounds between sense and
nonsense)(preface, 5.6, 5.61)
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Background of the Tractatus
So a major question in the Tractatus is how to distinguish sentences
with sense from sentences that are senseless or nonsensical (i.e., do
not express thoughts):
Everything that can be thought at all can be thought clearly.
Everything that can be said can be said clearly. (TLP 4.116)
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Early influences
Sages and madmen
K. Kraus, F. Mauthner, O. Weiniger

Philosopher-scientists
A. Schopenhauer, H. Hertz, L. Boltzmann

Philosopher-logicians
G. Frege, B. Russell

(after Glock, Wittgenstein dictionary)
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Background to the TLP
• Engineering, problems of mathematics and its
foundations, logic … Frege and Russell
• Wittgenstein inherits from Frege and Russell the view
that logical analysis is fundamental: the analysis of
inference (in mathematics, but by extension in any
language) presupposes an analysis of the structure of
propositions
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TLP, preface
How far my efforts agree with those of other
philosophers I will not decide. Indeed what I have
here written makes no claim to novelty in points of
detail; and therefore I give no sources, because it is
indifferent to me whether what I have thought has
already been thought before me by another.
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TLP, preface
I will only mention that to the great works of Frege
and the writings of my friend Bertrand Russell I owe
in large measure the stimulation of my thoughts.
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Stimulation from Frege:
• The idea of a Begriffsschrift
• Frege's “three principles”
• The idea of expressions as functions
• The distinction between Sense and Reference (Sinn
und Bedeutung)
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Stimulation from Russell
• Russell's paradox and the theory of types
• Logical analysis and the problem of descriptions
(philosophy as "critique of language“, cf. TLP
4.0031)
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Background
• The Tractatus is not a book on the philosophy of mathematics.
• But it emerges out of 19th and early 20th century discussions
of mathematics
• new forms of mathematics , eg. non-euclidean geometry,
transfinite set theory, etc. challenged the received
conception of math
• But there is philosophical unclarity and confusion about
even the most basic mathematical concepts (Whqat is a
number?)
• Common sense does not help us far here
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What is the foundation of
mathematics - three responses
• Empiricism

Mathematics is fundamentally an empirical science, not an a
priori science. Its objects are based on empirical
generalizations. The discipline is not sharply separable from
human psychology. (Mill)

• Logicism

Mathematics is grounded in logic. It is strictly a priori and
true. Numerals refer to logical objects, i.e. numbers. It is
totally independent of human psychological processes.
(Frege)

• Formalism

Mathematics consists of the manipulation of otherwise
meaningless signs by formal rules. Numerals do not stand
for numbers. (Hilbert)
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Frege's logicism
• Mathematics, as well as other forms of "pure
thought", must be grounded in logic.
• Logic is strictly universal. It contains its own
substantive truths, and is a canon for all correct
inference.
• There is no thought outside of logic (no “illogical”
thought), strictly speaking. Cf. TLP 5.473
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